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Interbreed art – cross public 
 

A.  Interbreed arts to cross public  

-Crossbreeding is circus’ identity.  Circus is a hybrid form, since his creation as an art form. It 

integrates into its identity any spectacular aesthetic form or flirting with risk and 

extravagance. It does not exclude the excesses of any kind, out of any code of ethics (freaks, 

animals…). 

-The circus comes from the margins of art and society. At the margin of the "noble arts" 

(ballet, Opera, Theatre), the circus is practiced by marginal artists (mountebanks, gypsies 

and other nomads...) However this marginal identity is not claimed as such.  

Later, starting in the 1970s, the circus queries its social role. The new circuses, worn by the protest 

movements of May 68, convey a political message of subversion and poetry. The artists give up the 

traditional codes of the circus (ringmaster, glitter and animals) occur in the street, mix with other art 

forms (street theater, bands, art) and openly claim their marginality 

-Interbreeding is part of the origin of the hip-hop movement. Various forms of urban 

cultures developed in the early 1980s in the United States make coexisting Djing (music) 

break-dance (dance) and graffiti (fine arts). 

 Moreover, and at the urban dance, the round shape of the free-style allows the coexistence of 

different styles of dance. Progressive specialization of these disciplines has lost their first urban 

culture unifying impulse. But there is, above all, a sense of belonging to a hip-hop culture. Today, 

emerging cultures (urban dance, parkour, free-style basket or foot, acrobatic techniques in the street 

...) are a major form of expression of young people around the globe, a universal culture. 

B. Cross public to mix cultures 
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- Circus’ target groups: from the street to the professional schools. In France, the new 

circus’ artists were mostly, in the seventies, young, self-taught jugglers and acrobats, street 

actors or musicians. At the creation of the CNAC, (1985) (the first national professional circus 

center) the young artists were now training in artistic schools of higher education, whose 

productions became a laboratory of contemporary art. The circus’ audience followed its 

aesthetic transformations: new forms of circus found an echo to an educated and middle 

class audience.  

Eager to stand out from the decadent traditional circus, contemporary circus has moved closer to 

theater and contemporary dance to find a new identity and a different audience. By ennobling so, 

the circus has lost its popular base.   

-The emerging arts’ target groups:  the conquest of the popular public. The emerging arts 

(urban dance and emerging cultures) are strongly linked to the target group of young 

people, often from immigration and living in peripheries, in the suburbs of big cities. It is an 

excluded public, far away from official cultural places (although coveted) and conventional 

ways of learning, a mixed, by its cultural, ethnic and social origins, public; a marginalized 

public also, with a vital need to express himself through the practice of extreme physical 

techniques. 

-Cross public, mix cultures. The often despised popular public is today composed of a 

multitude of cultures, ethnic groups and modes of transmission and communication. The 

public of emerging arts has the ability to blend more with a larger population, which shares 

the same aesthetic tastes, the same networks and the same modes of communication.  Not 

to be confused with the public related to the commercial excesses of the hip-hop 

movement. 

-Cross cultures through training and artistic creation. Cross the arts and the public, it is also 

about crossing the identity cultures of the artists. Tap into the wealth of these multiple 

identities to get out of the vertical hierarchy of the arts, positioned on a scale of values.  It is 

defending the values of social cohesion, present in the corpus of the artistic training. 

C. Le Plus Petit  Cirque du Monde  

A laboratory of crosses 

Le Plus Petit Cirque du Monde, located in a popular neighborhood, called Dynamics hope suburbs of 

Blagis territory, has always enrolled his activities in this priority area and searched links with his 

inhabitants (who are also at the origin of the project).   

-Partnership with the company E.GO  
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Since 2009, Le Plus Petit  Cirque du Monde ask to Eric Mézino choreographer and founder of  

E.GO company, with a relevant experience both in circus as in hip-hop, to cross the circus 

arts’ practices and the  hip-hop. The partnership takes different forms: 

 - Accompany young people from priority neighborhoods in the process of 
professionalization 
 - Integrate hip hop workshops in the regular circus workshops  
- Work on the training of trainers and  
- Prepare creations crossing circus and hip-hop.  
 

Today, after 20 years of existence, the association remains linked to the issue of culture at 

the service of social inclusion. Its artistic partnerships and actions are centered on three 

major aspects of the French cultural landscape of the last 20 years: contemporary circus, 

urban cultures, artistic and sports practices in emerging neighborhoods.   

This is to promote the recognition and valorization of neighborhoods’ artistic practices 

through crossings  

- Between the recognized artistic forms and the emerging ones 
- Between the public, the artists and the different socio-economic settings  
- Between the different territories. 
 
Le Plus Petit Cirque du Monde became a new social connections and cultural opening up 

laboratory, a place of intercultural dialogue and democratization of the access to artistic 

practices for populations that are the most remote. 

 


